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hesis of CuInS2 and CuInS2@ZnS
quantum dots and their effect on enzyme activity of
lysozyme†

Irshad Ahmad Mir, a Kishan Das,a Tabasum Akhter,b Rahul Ranjan,a Rajan Patel c

and H. B. Bohidar*ad

We report on the green and facile aqueousmicrowave synthesis of glutathione (GSH) stabilized luminescent

CuInS2 (CIS, size ¼ 2.9 nm) and CuInS2@ZnS core–shell (CIS@ZnS, size ¼ 3.5 nm) quantum dots (QDs). The

core–shell nanostructures exhibited excellent photo- and water/buffer stability, a long photoluminescence

(PL) lifetime (463 ns) and high PL quantum yield (PLQY¼ 26%). We have evaluated the comparative enzyme

kinetics of these hydrophilic QDs by interacting them with the model enzyme lysozyme, which was probed

by static and synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy. The quantification of the QD–lysozyme binding

isotherm, exchange rate, and critical flocculation concentration was carried out. The core–shell QDs

exhibited higher binding with lysozyme yielding a binding constant of K ¼ 5.04 � 109 L mol�1 compared

to the core-only structures (K ¼ 6.16 � 107 L mol�1), and the main cause of binding was identified as

being due to hydrophobic forces. In addition to the enzyme activity being dose dependent, it was also

found that core–shell structures caused an enhancement in activity. Since binary QDs like CdSe also

show a change in the lysozyme enzyme activity, therefore, a clear differential between binary and ternary

QDs was required to be established which clearly revealed the relevance of surface chemistry on the

QD–lysozyme interaction.
Introduction

Quantum dots of type I–III–VI semiconductor nanocrystals such
as CuInS2 (CIS) have been investigated for over a decade as
valuable alternatives to cadmium and lead based binary toxic
quantum dots for applications, like solar cells, light emitting
diodes, and biodiagnostic tools.1–3 Compared with traditional
uorescent organic dyes and uorescent proteins, QDs are
brighter and considerably more resistant to photobleaching.
Their broad absorption spectra enable the simultaneous exci-
tation of multiple uorescence colors. However, the toxic nature
of Cd-containing QDs remains a major concern for in vitro
diagnostics and in vivo imaging. Also, a major disadvantage of
a binary system is the color dependence of hydrodynamic size,
making multicolor comparisons difficult. Therefore, recently
explored Cd- and toxic free2,3 ternary systems such as AgInS2 and
CuInS2 nanocrystals, in which the uorescence wavelength is
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tuned through chemical composition without altering the size,
are gaining importance. Some recent studies have shown
possible threats to human health with increasing exposure and
uncontrolled application of nanomaterials.4–6 Therefore, it is
important to understand how protein interacts with these
nanostructures which depends on many factors like protein
conformation and orientation. Moreover, it is necessary to
comprehend the effects of all nanoparticles on different cells
and their possible interaction mechanisms. Despite the aston-
ishing development in the eld of nanoscience, little is known
quantitatively about the interaction of QDs with cells. For
instance, no results in the literature are available on the
synthesis of CIS and CIS based core–shell derivatives, and their
interactions with model proteins (lysozyme) and nanocrystal
effect on enzymatic activity of lysozyme.

Enzymes are essential for maintaining biochemical reactions
in the human body, and the disorder of enzymatic activities may
cause metabolic imbalance and different diseases. Enzymatic
activity is a function of a variety of parameters. For instance, the
effects of the water activity and the solvent ordering can have
profound impact on the enzyme kinetics. Matsue and Miya-
waki7 have shown that water activity and aqueous solvent
ordering considerably alters the enzymatic activities of alcohol
dehydrogenase, lysozyme, and b-galactosidase in various
aqueous solutions. Chipman8 performed the kinetic analysis of
the reaction of lysozyme with oligosaccharides from bacterial
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599 | 30589
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cell walls to map the various ways in which any oligomer can
associate with a given enzyme. Interestingly, it was found that
nonproductive binding was also seen to have implications for
the mechanism of lysozyme action. Since the advent of nano-
science and nanotechnology in the past few decades, many
nanomaterial based formulations and drugs have entered the
pharmaceutical industry in a big way. This has made nano-
medicine and nanomaterial based diagnostics a forefront area
for research and development. In any such application, the
fundamental challenge is to probe and understand the
complexity of protein-nanomaterial conjugation which must
depend on the surface chemistry of the nanoparticles. Of the
available nanomaterials, Au, Ag and silica nanoparticles, and
semiconductor quantum dots like CdSe are shown to have
signicant effect on protein structure upon binding thereby
altering its biological activity.9–11 Vertegel et al.9 have extensively
studied the interaction of silica nanoparticles of size between 9-
40 nm with common enzymes like, lysozyme, horseradish
peroxidase, catalase, and trypsin to nd that these get adsorbed
onto the surface of silica nanoparticles, which in turn alters the
secondary structure of the proteins (loss in the a-helix content).
A second consequence was the signicant loss in the enzyme
activity.9,12–14 A consensus has emerged in the nanoscience
community that nanoparticle size and surface morphology does
inuence the protein activity upon conjugation.

The interaction of low-dimensional nanomaterials,
commonly called quantum dots, with proteins is of signicance
because the rst phase of interaction between nanoparticles
and biopolymers occurs in a protein-rich environment in the
physiological uids. One of the issues that concerns biological
sciences is the effect of quantum dots on enzyme activity. The
superior optical properties, high PL quantum yield, stable
brightness, tunable and narrow emissions, and long PL lifetime
are few of the attributes of semiconductor nanocrystals, also
known as quantum dots (QDs). Studies have shown that nano-
sensors based on QDs are capable of probing multiple enzyme
activities simultaneously. Knudsen et al.11 have reviewed the
current development of QD-based nanosensors for enzyme
detection recently. This review substantiates that the enzyme-
QD hybrid system, equipped with unique electronic, optical
and catalytic properties which may be used in addressing the
specic challenges in the diagnostics and therapeutics. As far as
the effect on enzyme activity is concerned, lysozyme is normally
opted as a model enzyme since its properties are well studied
and it happens to be the rst enzyme to have its three-
dimensional structure determined by X-ray diffraction tech-
nique. Size dependent lysozyme–nanoparticle interaction has
been studied in the past by Vertegel et al.9 and Das et al.10 who
used silica and CdSe nanomaterials, respectively, to establish
effect of lysozyme adsorption governed secondary structure
alterations. Clear correlation between surface curvature of
nanoparticles and protein a-helix structure, and its activity
could be established by Vertegel et al.9 Hydrophilic CdSe
quantum dots of size 2.5 and 6.3 nm were interacted with
lysozyme by Das et al.10 and the results revealed that upon
binding with QDs conformational changes in lysozyme
occurred and smaller size QDs were found to bind poorly to
30590 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599
lysozyme, but produced a greater change in enzyme activity
compared to larger QDs.

A pertinent question arises here, how similar are the binary
and ternary QDs as far as their inuence on enzyme activity is
concerned? Clearly, these two types of nanocrystals are associ-
ated with different surface chemistry. In order to resolve this
issue, herein, we study the enzyme activity of lysozyme bound to
a ternary QD (CIS), and its core–shell derivative (CIS@ZnS).
Bindings were characterized in terms of binding isotherm,
exchange rate, and critical occulation concentration. The
binary and ternary QDs were proled for their inuence on
enzyme activity on model enzyme lysozyme.

Materials and methods
Materials

Copper nitrate trihydrate (Cu(NO3)$3H2O, 99.99%), reduced
glutathione (GSH, 98%), indium nitrate (In(NO3)3$xH2O, 99%),
zinc acetate dehydrate (Zn(Ac)2$2H2O, 98%), and sodium
sulde nonahydrate (Na2S$9H2O, 99.99%) were purchased from
sigma-Aldrich, USA. These were used as received. All procedures
were performed at room temperature 25 �C unless otherwise
stated. HEK-293 cells were obtained from National centre for
Cell Science, Pune, India. These cells were cultured at 37 �C
temperature in the presence of 5% Co2 in DMEM (Dulbecco's
Modied Eagle's Medium) additional supplemented with 100
mg ml�1 streptomycin, 100 Uml�1 penicillin and 10% FCS (Fetal
calf serum).

Synthesis of CIS quantum dots

The synthesis procedure has been reported in ref. 15 In a typical
synthesis, 0.02 mmol of Cu(NO3), 0.08 mmol of In(NO3)3$xH2O,
and 0.4 mmol of GSH was added to of 40 ml deionized water in
a of 200 ml reaction ask. The appearance of the solution
changed from turbid to clear under vigorous stirring when
adjusted to pH 8.5 in 1.0 M NaOH solution. Then, a freshly
prepared Na2S solution (0.05 M) was added to the reaction ask.
High-quality CuInS2 QDs were prepared aer microwave irra-
diation of the reactant solution for 5 min. Then, themixture was
allowed to cool to a temperature lower than 50 �C. The aliquots
of this preparation contained the CIS QDs. The color of the
obtained dispersion was orange.

Synthesis of core–shell quantum dots

For the deposition of ZnS shell around the CIS QDs, the reaction
solution was cooled down to room temperature 25 �C. Typically,
0.1 M Zn(Ac)2 and 0.05 M Na2S solutions were injected into the
freshly made CIS QD dispersion described earlier for the prep-
aration of the core–shell QDs. This mixture solution was further
microwave irradiated at 100 �C for 5 min that produced a high
quality CIS@ZnS QDs of light orange color. Immediately, aer
the synthesis the aliquots were treated with excess of ethanol
followed by centrifugation at 30 000 rpm, and redispersion in
DI water. This cycle was repeated 5 times and the nal product
was dispersed in (DI) water/buffer for storage. The XRD data of
the CIS@ZnS core–shell QD samples exhibit diffraction peaks
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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shied towards higher 2q values with respect to the corre-
sponding peaks of core-only CIS QDs. This shi in 2q values,
non-existence of extra peaks which for ZnS would be expected at
2q ¼ 29.33�, 48.80� and 57.61�(JCPDS no. 05-0566),22 clearly
indicates that these samples were not a mixture of CIS and ZnS.
Rather a fraction of Zn2+ ions had diffused into the nanocrystal
structure of AIS, thus, widening and distorting it.21,23 Addition-
ally, in the uorescence spectra there were not extra peaks,
which for ZnS and CIS would be expected around 400 and
600 nm, respectively. Therefore, it was clear that the targeted
core–shell structures were formed.

Preparation of lysozyme solution

The aqueous solution of lysozyme were prepared at a concen-
tration of 0.01% (w/v) by dissolving known amount of the
protein powder in 10 mM phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.4 �
0.1) at 25 �C using a magnetic stirrer for almost 1 hour. This
produced optically clear and transparent solutions. These were
stored in sterilized air tight glass bottles for future use. The pH
of the quantum dot dispersion was 8.5 � 0.1. Keeping the
protein concentration xed different protein-QD complexes are
generated by varying the QD concentration.

Characterizations

UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained using spectropho-
tometer (CE-7300, Cecil Instruments, U. K.) operating in the
wavelength range from 190 to 900 nm. Zeta potential
measurement was performed on an electrophoresis instrument
(ZC-2000, Microtec, Japan). The average values reported were
based on triplicate measurements. Crystallographic and size
characterizations were done by using XRD (Rigaku D/Max 2200
diffractometer) and TEM (JEOL 2100F) respectively. Further
details about the XRD and TEM can be obtained from ref. 18.
Surface morphology was obtained using FESEM with FIB and
EBL (Tescan Model LYRA 3 XMU) instrument. The composi-
tions analysis and elemental purity of QDs were determined
from the spectra obtained by energy dispersive analysis of X-
rays (EDAX) using BRUKER X-Flash detector 4010 (Germany)
attached with EVO, 40 ZEISS Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) instrument. The steady state uorescence and time-
resolved uorescence measurements (TRFS) were performed
using Varian Cary eclipse uorescence spectrophotometer
having a spectral range of 190 to 1000 nm and Edinburgh FL920
uorescence Life Time Spectrometer respectively. More details
are given in ref. 18 and 19 circular dichroism (CD) experiments
were carried out with Applied Photo physics Chirascan instru-
ment (USA) to estimate the secondary structure of proteins
using the standard operation procedure.20 Synchronous uo-
rescence spectra were measured using the same spectrouo-
rometer at two different wavelength intervals (Dl) 15 and 60 nm,
which give the characteristic information on tyrosine (Tyr) and
tryptophan (Trp) residues, respectively. Temperature was
controlled during experiments using constant-temperature cell
holder connected to temperature controlled water bath (Varian,
USA). FTIR data was obtained on Varian 7000 FTIR. The details
of PL quantum yield analysis are given in Mir et.al.21
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Cytotoxicity assay

MTT assay was used to evaluate the cytotoxicity of CuInS2 and
CuInS2@ZnS QDs, 1 � 105 cells per well of HEK-293 cells were
seeded in a 96-well plate and le overnight for attachment. The
following day freshmedia was added and cells were treated with
different concentration of CuInS2 and CuInS2@ZnS QDs (12.5–
3200 mM). The cells were allowed to grow for 24 h. 20 ml of 5 mg
ml�1 of MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazo-
lium bromide was added to each well four hours prior to
completion of incubation. On completion of incubation, media
was removed and to each well 200 ml of DMSO was added and it
was incubated for further period of 5–10 min at room temper-
ature, which gave a purple color to the solution. OD was taken in
ELISA reader at 595 nm. The % of cytotoxicity was calculated
using the following formula

% Cytotoxicity ¼ Absorbance of treated sample

Absorbance of control ðuntreatedÞsamples

� 100

The data so obtained thus used to calculate the IC50 values
for compounds from the curves obtained by plotting percentage
cell viability against concentration of compounds.
Enzyme activity determination

The activity of lysozyme was measured using spectrophoto-
metric turbidity assay on a Shimadzu UV-Vis 2500 spectropho-
tometer at 30 �C. Lysozyme was dissolved in 50 mM sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 6.4 � 0.1). The concentration of lysozyme
was 50 mg ml�1. A stock substrate solution of Micrococcus
lysodeikticus was prepared in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer
with a concentration of 3 mg ml�1. A portion (0.15 ml) of the
lysozyme solution was mixed with 3.0 ml of the Micrococcus
lysodeikticus solution into a cuvette and the change in absor-
bance at 450 nm was measured. Aer that, 50 ml of free
lysozyme/mixture (QD–lysozyme) was added to the cuvette and
the dynamic absorbance was scanned for 300 s. The initial slope
(up to which curve show linearity) of the dynamic absorbance
curve (i.e. absorbance vs. time curve) at 450 nm was calculated.
The percent relative activity (RA%) was calculated using the
following relation

RAð%Þ ¼ Kmix

Kfree

� 100 (1)

Where, Kmix and Kfree were obtained from the slope of the
dynamic absorbance curve of the QD–lysozymemixture and free
lysozyme, respectively.
Results and discussion
Luminescence and absorption properties

The photographs of hydrophilic CIS core-only and CIS@ZnS
core–shell QDs in normal day light and under a 365 nm UV
illumination are shown in Scheme 1(right side), obtained under
optimal experimental conditions (Cu/In 1/4, pH 8.5). The
optical visualization of luminescence signature of CIS and
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599 | 30591



Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the synthesis process of CIS and CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs. Right side photographs of CIS and CIS@ZnS
QDs under day and UV light.

Fig. 1 Fluorescence intensity of the CuInS2@ZnS core–shell QDs with different (A) In/GSH ratios, (B) pH value, (C) MW irradiation time, (D) In/S
ratios and (E) Cu/In cation ratios. The red-boxed composition refers to the best PLQY value.
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CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs are clearly seen from the photographs.
Here CIS@ZnS QDs exhibits higher brightness under UV illu-
mination that can be attributed from the formation of core–
shell structures.

The appraisal of absorption and emission properties of CIS
and CIS@ZnS core–shell was investigated during the synthesis.
Different optimizations were done during the synthesis of CIS
and CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs for the improved stability and
photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY). Inuence of pH;
irradiation time; In : GSH; In : S and Cu : In molar ratios, on
optical properties were investigated. It is shown in Fig. 1A that
In : GSH molar ratio strongly inuenced the uorescence
intensity of CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs. As shown in Fig. 1A different
In/GSHmolar ratios have different emission peak intensity. The
maximum uorescence intensity was obtained when the In/
GSH molar ratio was 1/5. The highest PLQY was obtained cor-
responding to the highest emission peak intensity (at In/GSH
z1/5). This optimized In/GSH molar ratio corresponding to
highest PLQY is highlighted by red box in gure legends.
Similarly the pH values strongly affect the PLQY and stability of
CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs. It was noticed that the when the pH
value was below 8 the solution was turbid. We investigated the
30592 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599
effect of pH values from 8 to 10 on QD uorescence intensity. It
was found that uorescence intensity of CIS@ZnS QDs attains
maximum value when the pH value was 8.5 as shown in the
Fig. 1B. Thus, the optimized pH (8.5) at which QDs show the
highest emission peak intensity resulting the highest PLQY was
also highlighted by box in legends of Fig. 1. In addition, In : S
molar ratio also show strong inuence on spectroscopic prop-
erties. As shown in Fig. 1Cmaximum uorescence intensity and
PLQY of CIS@ZnS QDs was obtained when the In : S ratio was
1 : 1.25. Besides the above optimizations the samples ware
irradiated for different time periods as shown in Fig. 1D. When
the samples were irradiated for 300 s maximum uorescence
intensity was obtained.

Finally the effect of Cu/In cation ratio on PLQY was critically
probed. Fig. 1E shows the optimized Cu/In ratio at which the
maximum PLQY was obtained is 1/4. It is clearly seen from the
Fig. 1E that emission peak of CIS@ZnS QDs can be tuned from
550 to 600 nm over the Cu/In composition range from 1/10 to 1/
1. All the above optimizations were yielded the highest PLQY
(see Fig. 1)). The quantum yields (QY) were determined
following the procedure given in ref. 20–22.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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The uorescence (FL) and absorbance spectra of the CIS QDs
(obtained under optimal experimental conditions such as In/
GSH z 1/5; pH z 8.5; In/S z 1/1.25; Cu/In z1/4 and irradia-
tion timez 300 s) are shown in Fig. 2A. The absorption spectrum
shows an absorption edge at 460 nm. The optical bandgap ob-
tained from the Tauc plot shown in Fig.S1A (ESI†) was found to
be 2.7 eV. The FL emission spectrum of these QDs shows a peak
at 615 nm. To improve the luminescence properties and stability
against oxidation/aggregation of core only QDs, these were
coated with a protective ZnS shell. The excitation and emission
spectra of core–shell QDs show a shi to higher bandgap energy
compared to the core- only QDs. This blue shi arises from alloy
structure of ZnS.17 Fig. 2A shows the excitation and emission
spectra of core-shall QDs, which are broad and nearly Gaussian
prole with the peak at 580 nm corresponding to the excitation at
425 nm. Both in the excitation and emission spectra of the core–
shell structures Stokes shi was z35 nm compared to the core-
only data. The respective photoluminescence quantum yields
(QY) of CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs were determined as 1.0% and
26%, under optimal condition of Cu : In ¼ 1 : 4.

Time-resolved uorescence spectroscopy (TRFS) is another
important optical tool for the characterization of semi-
conductor QDs and to obtain the radiative lifetime of FL
emission. The excited-state lifetime of the emission shows
remarkable change for core-shall QDs compared to the core-
only nanocrystals. Fig. 2D shows the decay curves that were
well tted to a bi-exponential function, and average PL lifetime
obtained were 280 and 463 ns respectively for CIS and CIS@ZnS
nanocrystals.
Fig. 2 (A) Absorbance and emission spectra of CIS and CIS@ZnS core–
indices. (B) TRFS plot of core and core–shell QDs. (C) FT-IR spectra of pur
CuInS2@ZnS QDs (red line).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
To conrm the presence of GSH capping on the surface of
QD, FTIR spectra of pure GSH and GSH capped QDs are
compared which is shown in Fig. 2C. It was found that
absorption bands of free GSH at 3124 cm�1 and 3026 cm�1 are
assigned to the stretching N–H bands. The characteristic bands
at 2520, 1641 and 1535 cm�1 belong to the stretching vibration
of –SH group, stretching vibration of C]O bond and distortion
vibration of NH bond in amide groups, respectively. In contrast,
the disappearance of the –SH vibration observed at 2520 cm�1

of the free glutathione ligand, and the diminishing of the N–H
distortion vibration band clearly indicates that the GSH was de-
protonated, and may be coordinated to the surface of the QDs
through the SH and NHR groups.
Structural characterization

To evaluate the crystalline states, structure, morphology and
composition of CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs, X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis, (TEM), FESEM, SEM-EDX measurements were carried
out. Fig. 3(B and E) show the HRTEM images of CIS and
CIS@ZnS QDs under optimal experimental conditions (Cu/In 1/
4, pH 8.5). HRTEM images were used to characterize the crys-
talline structure and morphologies of the QDs that exhibit well-
resolved lattice planes which is shown in the inset of Fig. 3(B
and E). These nanocrystals show a narrow size distribution and
with average CIS QD size of about 2.9 � 0.5 nm and with clearly
resolved lattice fringes (Fig. 3(C and E) shows, the average size
of the core/shell QDs increased to 3.5 � 0.5 nm aer coating
with a ZnS shell, indicating successful coating. XRD patterns of
these QDs are shown in Fig. 3G. The broad diffraction in peaks
shell QDs. Inset: emission spectra of CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs with peak
e GSH (black line), GSH capped CuInS2 QDs (blue line) and GSH capped

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599 | 30593



Fig. 3 (A and D) TEM, (Inset, B and E) HRTEM images of CIS and CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs respectively. (C and F) are Size histograms of CIS and
CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs respectively. (G) XRD of CIS and CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs. (H and I) FESEM images of CIS CIS@ZnS core shell QDs
respectively. (J) EDX spectra of CIS and CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs.
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XRD patterns (Fig. 3G) indicates particles have small crystallite
size. Three major peaks of CIS QDs were observed having 2q
values of 28.1, 46.5, and 55.1�, that could be indexed to (112),
(024), and (116) lattice planes of the tetragonal crystal structure
for the CIS nanocrystals (JCPDS no. 47-1372). It is important to
note that core–shell QDs exhibits the similar diffraction peaks,
but here diffraction peaks shied towards higher 2q values with
respect to the corresponding peaks of CIS QDs. This 2q shi
values, while not nding any extra peaks, which for ZnS would
be expected at 2q ¼ 29.33�, 48.80� and 57.61� (JCPDS No. 05-
0566),23 clearly indicates that these QDs were not a mixture of
CIS and ZnS. Rather a fraction of Zn2+ ions diffused into the
nanocrystal structure of CIS, thus, widening and distorting it.16

Therefore, a notable right shi in the peak positions of the
CIS QDs was observed arising from shelling with ZnS because of
the diffusion of Zn2+ ions into the copper–indium lattice.17 This
shi towards the higher 2q values suggested the decrease in
lattice parameters due to the smaller ionic radius of Zn2+ rela-
tive to those of Cu+ and In3+.

FESEM images shown in Fig. 3(H and I) illustrates the core
and core–shell structures with high magnication. These images
show that the prepared QDs were found to be in spherical in
shape with uniform morphology. SEM-EDX spectrum shown in
Fig. 3J was carried out for elemental identication. From EDX
analysis validation of constituent elements was done and it was
found to be as expected (see Table S1 in the ESI†). Zeta potential
30594 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599
(z) values were found to be �32 and �40 mV for core-only and
core–shell structures, respectively. The higher negative value of
zeta potential attributes the signature of higher stability.
Colloidal theory suggests that particles with zeta potential values
of greater than �30 mV are highly stable in dispersion. These
proles are shown in Fig. S1(B and C) (ESI†).

The low resolution of the TEM instrument used did not allow
collection of high contrast TEM images. However, observation
of enhancement in PL quantum yield, blue shi in emission
peak, shi in XRD peaks towards higher 2q value, and the
increase in average particle size seen from the TEM images
clearly indicated the existence of core–shell structures.

Biocompatibility of CIS and CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs

Before use for biological application, we had to evaluate its
toxicity to normal cells, in this regards the cytotoxicity of CIS and
CIS@ZnS QDs were evaluated on HEK-293 cells. The cell viability
decreased in dose dependent manner (Fig. 4). Whereas there
were no signicant cytotoxicity observed at 100 and 200 mg ml�1

treated groups, shown in Fig. 4. It is evident that the cytotoxicity
of QDs was negligible even aer treating the cells at high
concentration of nanoparticles (3.6 mgml�1). Core-shell QDs are
highly biocompatible than core only QDs. The obtained IC50

values for CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs were found to be 2.2 and 8.5mg
ml�1. This directly signies the very good biocompatibility of
QDs aer formation of core–shell structures.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 4 Cytotoxicity of CIS and CIS@ZnSQDs on human kidney embryo
(HEK-293) by MTT assay.
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Lysozyme–QD binding behavior by UV-Vis spectroscopy

The UV-Vis absorption data were analyzed to determine the
nature of the biointeraction. UV absorbance data is shown in
Fig. S2† for CIS and CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs that could be used
for quantitative comparison of the binding strength of lysozyme
with QDs at different temperature, association constant Ka was
determined using the Benesi-Hildebrand eqn (2).

1

A� A0

¼ 1

Amax � A0

þ 1

Amax � A0

1

Ka½Q� (2)

Here A0 is the absorbance of lysozyme in the absence of QD, A is
the absorbance of the QD–lysozyme complex and Amax is
Fig. 5 Double reciprocal (Benesi–Hildebrand) plot for the interaction of
temperatures (298, 303, 308, 313 and 318 K)$(C) Semi-log plot (Van't
determination of thermodynamic parameters of QD–lysozyme interacti

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
absorbance at saturation i.e., at [Q]max. Therefore, UV absor-
bance data is shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†), allowed us to make a plot
of A0/(A � A0) versus reciprocal of QD concentration for various
reaction temperatures (see Fig. 5(A and B)). The association
constant Ka was determined from the slope and intercept of
these plots (Fig. 5(A and B)) and are summarized in Table 1.
Thermodynamic parameters and binding modes

The interaction forces between small molecule and a biological
macromolecule are composed of mainly four types: hydrogen
bonding, van der Waals force, electrostatic interactions and
hydrophobic interactions.24,25 Ross and Subramanian have
categorized these forces based on the thermodynamic param-
eters (DH and DS).25 According to their conclusions when DH <
0, DS > 0, electrostatic force plays a major role in the interaction.
van der Waals and hydrogen bond interactions are possible if
DH < 0 and DS < 0. If DH > 0 and DS > 0 the main forces are
hydrophobic.26 In addition, they proposed that the interaction
is a spontaneous molecular interaction resulting in DS > 0 and
DG < 0. To elucidate the nature of biointeraction between
lysozyme and QDs, DH and DS were calculated from the slope
and intercept of the plot of ln(Ka) versus 1/T (Fig. 5C) yielded the
enthalpy DH, and entropy DS of the enzyme reactions, accord-
ing to the following Van't Hoff equation.

ln Ka ¼ DS

R
� DH

RT
(3)
lysozyme (5 mM) and (A) CIS, (B) CIS@ZnS core–shell QDs at different
Hoff equation) of rate constant K against reciprocal temperature for
on.

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599 | 30595



Table 1 The rate constant (Ka) and thermodynamic parameters for the
lysozyme–QD system at different temperatures

Temperature
(K)

Ka CIS

(�105 L mol�1)
DGCIS

(kJ mol�1)
Ka CIS@ZnS

(X�105 L mol�1)
DGCIS@ZnS

(kJ mol�1)

298 1.11 �29.05 3.72 �32.88
303 1.43 �30.18 10.45 �34.69
308 1.73 �31.30 15.92 �36.50
313 2.18 �32.43 22.69 �38.31
318 3.05 �33.55 27.31 �40.11

Table 2 Stern–Volmer quenching constants (Ksv) and quenching rate
constant (Kq) at 298 K temperature, obtained from Fig. S3 (ESI) in
absence of salt

S. no. QDs Ksv (�106 L mol�1) Kq (�1014 L mol�1 s�1)

1 CIS 3.94 3.94
2 CIS@ZnS 28.6 28.6

RSC Advances Paper
Where, R is the universal gas constant and T is the experimental
temperature in absolute scale.

The free energy change (DG) is estimated from the following
equation

DG ¼ DH � TDS (4)
Fig. 6 (A) Stern–Volmer plot for binding constant obtained from the flu
concentrations of NaCl. (B) Stern–Volmer plot obtained from the fluores
concentrations of NaCl. (C) Semi-log plot of binding constant of lysozym
NaCl.
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The values of DG for the interaction between QD and lyso-
zyme are summarized in Table 1. The values obtained from
Fig. 5C for DH are 38 and 75 kJ mol�1 and DS are 225 and 362 J
K�1 mol�1 respectively for CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs. These results
implied hydrophobic interactions were important in the
binding between QD and lysozyme. Negative values of free
energy are the consequences of spontaneous interaction.

Nature of binding

Fluorescence quenching mechanism of lysozyme due to
complexation with QDs was monitored at different concentra-
tions of the QDs and at xed lysozyme concentration. It is
shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†) that the emission intensity decreased
continuously with increasing concentration of QDs. Fig. S4
(ESI†) demonstrates the linear dependence of the ratio between
the emission intensity as a function of QD concentration,
consistent with Stern–Volmer equation.27,28

F0/F ¼ 1 + KSV[Q] (5)

Here F0 and F are the emission intensities in the absence and
presence of the QDs, and [Q] is the concentration of the QDs.
The Stern–Volmer constant KSV can be obtained from the slope
of the F0/F versus [Q] shown in Fig. S4† and the calculated values
are listed in Table 2. From the Stern Volmer constant we can
nd the quenching constant by using the equation given by

KSV ¼ Kqs0 (6)
orescence data of lysozyme–CIS complexes as a function of different
cence data of lysozyme–CIS@ZnS complexes as a function of different
e–QDs complexes (CIS and CIS@ZnS) as a function of concentration of
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Table 3 Table summarizes the binding constant “Kb” and number of
binding sites “n” of lysozyme-QD system at a different ionic strength
and at 298 K temperature

NaCl/M Kb/CIS (10
7 M�1) n Kb/CIS@ZnS(10

9 M�1) n

0 6.16 1.3 5.04 1.5
0.001 5.90 1.3 3.53 1.4
0.01 5.10 1.3 3.39 1.5
0.05 4.60 1.3 2.58 1.4
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where Kq is known as quenching constant and s0 ¼ 10�8 s20,27 is
the average lifetime of protein in the absence of the quencher.
Since the quenching constant values are higher than values for
biomolecules due to collision effect (2.0 � 1010 M�1 s�1).20,27

Thus, indicating the complex formation due to static quench-
ing27 rather than quenching from dynamic collision.

In the uorescence quenching experiments (Fig. S3 (ESI†)),
in the Stern–Volmer model, when QDs bind independently to
a set of equivalent binding sites on the lysozyme surface, the
binding parameters can be obtained from the formula27,28

log

�
F0 � F

F

�
¼ log Kb þ n log½Q� (7)

Where, Kb and n are the binding constant and number of
binding sites, respectively. The plot (Fig. 6) of intensity ratio
represented as log(F0/F � 1) versus log[Q] gives a straight line
from which Kb and n could be determined. These values are
summarized in Table 3 at different salt concentrations.

All the binding experiments were done in a buffer solution at
pH of 6.4 � 0.5 where the lysozyme possesses approximately
+7.5 mV of zeta potential. Also, the zeta potential of the CIS and
CIS@ZnS QDs were strongly negative z ¼ �32 and �40 mV.
Hence, it is important to note the presence of electrostatic
interaction. To conrm this we did perform the binding
experiments at different ionic strengths (I¼ 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 N
NaCl). There was universal quenching of uorescence caused by
QD-protein binding. Fluorescence quenching data (Fig. S3
(ESI†)) in the presence of QDs at different concentrations, and
under different ionic strengths could be used to nd the nature
Fig. 7 Dependence of secondary structure (helicity) of lysozyme (5 mM) o
Note the gain of secondary structure due to complexation of proteins w
trations 0.1 to 1.5 mM for CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs, on the enzymatic activ
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of binding. This data was used to make the plot of binding
constant versus ionic strength in Fig. 6C. The percentage
decrease of binding constant with salt concentration was not so
signicant, that indicated there was less screening of surface
charge due to the mobile ions. These results strongly support
the conclusion drawn from the entropy and enthalpy data that
the type of binding was largely hydrophobic.

Synchronous uorescence spectra

Synchronous uorescence spectroscopy (SFS) simultaneously
scans the excitation and emission monochromators while
maintaining a xed wavelength interval between them.27 When
the wavelength interval between the excitation and emission is
xed at Dl ¼ 15 or 60 nm, then SFS gives characteristic infor-
mation on the Tyr and Trp residues in a protein.27,29,30

Fig. S5 (ESI†) reects SFS proles of the lysozyme with
increasing QDs concentration for Dl ¼ 15 nm and Dl ¼ 60 nm.
SFS data allows us explore the relative variation of synchronous
uorescence intensity (F/F0) of lysozyme with varying QD
concentration for Dl ¼ 15 and 60 nm (Fig. S6, ESI†). In the case
of both the QDs the slope was higher for Dl ¼ 60 nm than Dl ¼
15 nm plot, which implies that QDs are most probably located
very closer to Trp compared to the Tyr residue.

Effect of QD on secondary structure and the enzyme activity of
lysozyme

The effect on the secondary structure of lysozyme was studied in
the far-UV region (200–260 nm) at a pH of 6.4 � 1 in 10 mM
sodium phosphate buffer. The CD spectra shown in Fig. S7
(ESI†) exhibits two negative bands located at 208 nm (n–p
transition) and 222 nm (n–p* transition), which is the charac-
teristic of a-helical structure in protein.31 The peak values of the
negative peak decreased with QD concentration, and therefore,
considerable increase in the ellipticity was noted (see Fig. 7A),
which arises from a folding process undergone by lysozyme.
The % helicity of the protein was determined from the calcu-
lated mean residue ellipticity (MRE) (deg cm2 dmol�1) values
evaluated at 208 nm using the equation

%a� helix ¼ �MRE208 � 4000

3300� 4000
� 100 (8)
n CIS and CIS@ZnS QD with concentration (0.1 nM to 2.4 nM) at 298 K.
ith QDs. (B) Effect of CIS and CIS@ZnS core–shell QD with concen-

ity of lysozyme (5 mM).
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Table 4 Comprehensive summary of model protein lysozyme adsorbed on the surface of different types of nanomaterialsa

Nanomaterial Particle Size/nm Zeta Potential Binding Constant/M Kactivity/% (Retained) Effect on secondary structure Ref.

Silica 4 — — 60 Strong loss in a-helical structure 3
20 — — 70 Loss in a-helical structure
100 — — 40 Loss in a-helical structure

Au — — — 28 Loss in a-helical structure 7
Nanodiamond 5 �7 — 10 — 8

50 �15 15
100 �30 75
500 �35 55

TiO2 60 �49 4.7 � 106 10 Loss in a-helical structure* 9
CdSe 2.5 �56 1.74 � 1010 250* Loss in a-helical structure* 11

6.3 �62 40.7 � 1010 170* Loss in a-helical structure*
CIS 2.9 �32 6.16 � 107 149* Gain in a-helical structure* This study
CIS@ZnS 3.5 �40 5.04 � 109 138* Gain in a-helical structure*

a — Not mentioned. *concentration dependent.
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whereMRE208 is the observedMRE value, 4000 is theMRE of the
random coil conformation and 33 000 is the MRE value of
a helix structure all determined at 208 nm. This process
accounts for gain in the a-helix content of the secondary
structure of the protein concomitant with a little loss in b-sheet.
Protein helicity was found to increase fromz38 to 43% for both
CIS and CIS@ZnS QDs with QD concentration in the range of
0.1 to 2.4 nM (see Fig. 7A). This clearly infers binding of QD to
protein surface, which causes protein to reveal its hydrophobic
residues. At higher QD concentration, disruption in the a-helix
structure of protein was noticed. This results in the appearance
of more solvent compatible structures such as b-sheets and
random coils.

Fig. S8 (ESI†) shows the effect of the concentration of QD on
the enzyme activity of lysozyme. The normalized reading of
optical density (OD) of micrococcus lysodeikticus was used to
indicate the activity of lysozyme. As can be seen, the higher the
concentration, the higher was the activity of lysozyme. The
enzyme was highly activated (almost 1 and 1/2 times) when the
concentration of QD was greater than 1.5 mM. This is summa-
rized in Fig. 7B. In Table 4 a comprehensive summary of model
protein Lysozyme adsorbed on the surface of different types of
nanomaterials.
Conclusions

We have successfully synthesized highly stable and water
dispersible monodisperse CIS (core-only) and CIS@ZnS core–
shell quantum dots of size 2.9 and 3.5 nm respectively following
a facile and green synthesis protocol. American Chemical
Society monograph on Green Chemistry stipulates that
methods must require minimum energy for a reaction to take
place which must occur in a green solvent.32 Thus, for the
synthesis to be called green use of safer solvents, and minimum
time and energy consumption are a must.33 In our case, the
reaction medium was water and reactions were carried out
inside a microwave oven that assured low power consumption
and uniform heating. The synthesis did not require more than
30598 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30589–30599
5 min. Thus, our protocol adequately met all the desired criteria
stipulated for green synthesis. The synthesized QDs were asso-
ciated with long luminescence lifetimes and reasonably high
quantum yields. These QDs were interacted with model protein
lysozyme in order to evaluate the alteration in the enzyme
activity under various ionic strengths, and temperature condi-
tions using uorescence and UV-absorbance techniques. The
core–shell structure was seen to bind preferably to this enzyme
exhibiting a binding constant that was at least 80 times higher
than the core-only case. This contention was supported by the
interaction enthalpy data. Interestingly, concentration depen-
dent secondary structure enhancement in lysozyme was noticed
that attributed higher retention of enzyme activity. A broad
comparison of lysozyme binding to other nanoparticles is
provided that clearly indicates that the particle surface chem-
istry plays an essential role in modulating the enzyme activity of
proteins.
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